Hawaii’s Most
WANTED
Termites

Hokulani Elementary School
Grade 1/B-11
May 2005
Soldiers

Soldiers are good, when they fright bad guys, they use their sticky gun. They have pinchers and they have hard heads.
Queen

The queen is the queen of the termite family. The queen is the only one that can lay eggs. The queen is blind like the other termites except for the alate. The queen stays underground with the king.
Alates

Alates can fly. After they fly far, they shed their wing and find a mate. Then they start a new colony.
Workers

Workers make the whole home for the colony. Workers are blind.
A soldier can bite. Soldiers are blind, soldiers are strong and protect the colony.
**WANTED**

soldier

A soldier termite protects the whole termite family. Whenever a predator comes the soldier shoots out this sticky stuff and then the predator stays still. This is how they protect the colony.
Queen

The queen lays eggs and has babies
WANTED

Soldiers

Soldiers have hard heads and pinchers. For their defense they fight for the colony.
Queen

The **Queen** can lay eggs.
The queen is the mom in the family.
The queen is the only one that can lay eggs. The Queen is blind.
**WANTED**

Alates

Alates are the only one that can see. After they find their mate, they start a new colony.
The soldier guards the termite colony. It has a hard head and it has pinchers. It has a sticky glue gun.
**WANTED**

The **alate** sounds like a late termite. The **alates** usually hang out around city lights at night.
Queen
The queen has babies. She helps her.
Worker

Workers make a home for the colony. They get food for the other termites.
Worker workers bring food for the babies and king and queen. They dig to make a home for the colony.
Alates

Alates can fly far. They are termites with wings and eyesight. They frequent bright street lights.